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by Major Russel D.

This study exaunes the aplication of
9erational art during the
conduct of the Spanish-American War. The evolution of the "American
Way of War" appears to follow a direct path from the concluding
canpaigns of the Civil War, through the two World Wars, to the present
while being modified by the influences of changing technology.
Through e--ination of the deve1z•pmnt of national objectives
and the supporting military strategy, this study analyzes the linkage
of strategic objectives with the tactical events which occur on the
battlefield. P= essing from the conruct of the Spanish-American War,
this monograph offers a coiparison between the development of
oart,
as practiced by the two armed services of the United

States.

Te study concludes with an assessment of the relative
effectiveness achieved by the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy in reaching the
strategic objectives defined by the McKinley aininistration. Included
in the analysis of each service's operational success is an exaination
of masures used to institutionalize the intellectual
nent of
or
I art. The i*pli
s of this study are partcularly
relevant today, as the U.S. Army atteapts to balance the potential
demands of regional contingency operations, while fulfilling
non-traditional roles (OOIW).
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Painted ships on a painted ocean. Imagine three great
lines of transports with a warship at the hewd of each
line, sitai
in long lines, 800 yards from each other
over a sea of indigo blue, real deep, such as I have
never seen before.. .Hard it is to realize that this is
the %
it of a new policy and that this is the
first great expedition our country has ever sent overseas
and marks the C
11enceut
of a new era in our relations
with the world.
The commatnder of the First Volunteer Cavalry, General Leonard Wood
wrote these remarks to his wife, as America's first great overseas
expedition was beginning.

While in many respects the campaigns of the

Spanish-American War marked a departure from those of the past, they
also represented a continuation in the evolution of the practice of
operational art by the American military instrumnt.

The "new era"

that General Wood spoke of could be one that defined the practice of
operational art for the U.S. Army through the course of the twentieth
century.
The post-Civil War historiography of American military strategy
can be characterized as a survey of the overwhelming application of
rw power.

Furthermore, discussion of the American practice of the

operational art often focuses on the influence of economic and
irdistrial forces on its development.

The evolution of the "American

Way of War" appears to follow a direct path from the battlefields of
northern Virginia, thrugh the two World Wars, to the present while
being modified only by the influences of changing technology.

However,

it was the results of the nation's first major regional contingency
operation which provided the impetus tward institutional change within
the American military establishment.
1

The entry of America into the Spanish-American War found the
defense establisbmnt caught in a period of transition.

The Army had

recently completed - to use a contemporary term - a period of

(perations Other Than War (CYIW).

Large scale military operations

had last been exrcised thirty-three years earlier during the Civil
War.
f

The organization of the Army was better suited for actions as a
tier army, than for the demands of modern conventional warfare.

Opposite the current situation, the collective experience of the
American Army was centered on operations outside the purview of
larg-scale conventional warfare.
This study exzmines the conduct of military operations during the
Spanish-American War, but it has application to the current and future
U.S. Army.

Analysis of the practice of oprationa

art proves

meinrful, as the military aain moves between conventional operations
and OOTW, in support of Limited national objectives and transitory
political support.

Through this exination, the study determines

if the execution of operational art during the Spanish-American
campaigns is a continuation of the form identified in the American
Civil War, versus a modified form.
question:
d

Central to this research is the

Did the U.S. caipaigns during the Spanish-American War

nstrate effective aplit

of operational art?

The answer to this question extends beyond the utility of
historical curiosity in its scope.

The study of the Spanish-American

War attempts to establish a linkage between the operational thought of
the American Army at the conclusion of the Civil War with that of

the twentieth century.

The examination of this era provides clues to
2

the further development of operational art for the U.S. Army.

Between the Civil War and the nineties there had stretched
a cotoplex and vaguely unsatisfactory period which even today
we find it difficult either to renember or interpret. It was
a period, as one of its historians has said, which lacked
deInit.eness either of purpose or of progress; there was no
unanimity of opinion as to the facts of economic life or as
to national policy. Old political platforms were not
a~liableto new problem~ ..
.The result was uncertainty,
vacillation, and inconsistency. ' 2
The methdoklogy used in this study explores two aspects of the
spanish-American war.

7efirst aspect sets the context in which

operational art existed at the time. 3

The second aspect eamidned in

the study is the form that operational art took in its application.

In

theory, the objectives a nation seeks to achieve through the use of its
military instrunent, flow - frum the highest level of the corridors of
power, to the lowest level at the point of the bayonet - in one
uniterupedwhol1e.

National policy is translated into a national

military strategy which is then interconnected with tactical events on
the battlefield by the construct of operational caipaigns.

The eaInaio

of the Spanish-Awxrican War follow what is termed

the "strategy process."'4 To establish the context in which
operational art then existed, the study traces the linkage of national
objectives, through national military strategy and caqaign design, to
the battlefield.

It is this linkage that defines the difference

between the successful

lication of operational art and the

practitioner of tactical craft.

3

definition of operational art is "the skillful Scurrent
mploymn.

of military forces to attain strategic/operational

objectives within a theater through the design, organizatio,
integration, and conduct of theater strategies, campaigns, major
operat•ian,
a book.
body.

and battles.,5

0erati

lart act like the birni

of

It bonds the introductory strategic chapters with the tactical
The formulation of a complete set of ends, ways, and means is

deemed the strategy process.6 The essence of this process, at its
most simplistic level, centers on decision-making.

The process relies

on the articulation of a set of national objectives and a determination
to use of the military instrumnt in support of these objectives,
this is otherwise knwn as the national military strategy.

To achieve

this end, the vehicle used by the military instrumnt is the
operational campaign.
As defined by FM 100-5, the campaign is "a series of related
military operations designed to achieve strategic objectives within a
given time and space." 7 The campaign serves to support national
policy by acip
s

e

ing objectives defined by the national military
8 Within a given space and time, the campaign represents

the art of linking battles and e

to strategic objectives,

while providing a cvmmon framerk and unifying focus for the conduct
of operations.

9

The operational canpaign elevates itself from the

tactical level of war by focusing on achieving strategic aims through
the aggregate successes of battles and engag-1

nts.

The strategy process, which merges these elements into a seamless
frameiork, is influenced by external factors throughout its development
4

and mcuti•n. (Figure 1)

This phenomema creates a perplexing dilemmin

for the military planner in developing national military strategies and

nstnicting campaigns because these external

factors

serve to test the viability of planning at the national and operational
levels.

T- sterile enviroment of the theoretical strategy process is

therefore held hostage to the influence of factors outside the realm
of pure logic.

As historian T. Harry Williams observed:

once a government has decided on a policy, it turns to
strategy to achieve its objective. The government, to cite
the American experience, informs the military of the
objective and indicates the human and material resources it
can make available. Ilie military then takes over the
plannin and execution of a strategy to accumplish the
policy; in effect, it takes over the running of the war.
This is the concept of strategy that appearred in early
modern writings on military theory and that prevailed
in America's first wars. ThMe was always, however, a gap
between theory and

practc.-LU

¶e form or direction that operational art took, beyond the
measure of its existence, is the next area that this study explores.
It is the expression, or form, of opeational art that James J.
Schneider focuses on in his analysis of Grant's 1864-1865
.g. 1 1 In his study, Professor Schneider offers a model of the
American practice of operational art which is characterized by
the conscious use of deep extended maneuver.12

According to

Schneieler, eight conditions are necessary for the "modern" expression
of

e

art:

1) the d

operation, 2) the distributed

Cat~agn, 3) continuous logistics, 4) ins

cclunications, 5)

operationally durable formations, 6) operational vision, 7) symetrical
13
eramy force, and 8) national capacity to wage war.
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The Schneider model was based on an

stages of the American Civil War.

tion of the latter

Schneider's theoretical paper,

offers a depiction of operational art, which in large part has been
influenced by the advent of economic, technological, and industrial

innovations.

In expressing t1his view of operational art, Schneider

contends that this practice of the art has been adapted by the
respective militaries of the post-industrial western powers and
continued throughout the twentieth century.
In a similar vein, others have characterized the American practice
of war in terms defined by economic power.

Among the most prolific

writers on this subject is historian Russell F. Weigley.

He believes

that the ultimate Northern victory in the Civil War and the foreign
policy of the United States in the remaining years of the nineteenth
century were a manifestation of the rise in American economic power.
He observed:

The American military might of 1865 had been in part an
expression of an industrial and business growth which in
the succeeding decades became so prodigios that it looked
increasingly beyonrd even the huge American market and

investment arena f•r places in which to sell and to make

capital multiply.

The traditional view of the evolution of the American practice of
operational art is, in effect, a distillation of the Schreider-Weigley
argmmets.

The arguent cmines the vision of Grant's successful

campaign of 1864-1865 with the emergence of American economic
might.15

According to this viewpoint, this codination led American

military leaders to believe "that the superior weight of military force
that America could bring to bear against almst any rival could be

their only sure military reliance.,,16
7

Baed on this argument, the

intiervening years between the Civil War and America's entry into the
First World War, therefore become a period of stagation in terms of
operational and strategic tho~ught.
With this background, this study emaines the canaigns of the
Spanish-American War and their influence on the formation of American
eaional thouht.

Fonlwing the Strategy Process model, this

anination traces the course of the Spanish-American War, from the
national objectives to the battlefield.

The study concludes with

evaluations of the Cuban Caupaign, the Puerto Rican Campaign, and
the initial military operations in the Philipines, to assess their
impact on the conteiworary and future practice of operational art.
III.

NATIONAL O&TECTVjS

We want no wars of conquest; we nmut avoid the temptation of
territorial a.ressic..

war should never be entered upon

until every agency of peace has failed; peace is preferable
to war in almst every contingency. Arbitration is the true
method of settlement of nter
al as well as local or
individual differences.
These remarks, contained in the 1897 inawuural aress of
President William McKinley, seemingly belong to a sizplier era.

A

decade earlier, the attention paid to foreign affairs by the American
electorate held little public interest, but America had since entered
into nw era which cast her interests far beyond her continental
shores.

Ultimately, the change in American interests propelled the

nation into a war with Spain.
7he America of the last decade of the nineteenth century was in
the process of a fundamental change.

The strgle

to conquer the

western frontier, which had marked the very essence of the American
8

experierie, had come to a close by 1890.18 With the settling of the
continent, societal elements within the United Stýates began to
seriously exmuine the role the nation was to play on the world stage.
Siuce the inception of the republic, economic growth had been spurred
primarily thr

h the export of agricultural products.

A conviction

was growing that American industry had matured to the point that it
could duminate the world market. 19
The combination of these movements led to the change of the
traditional practice of American foreign policy.

PRopnets for the

expansion of American business joined with Social Darwinists and with
advocates of an American version of i'periali

to undermine the

foreign policy of the Republican ainistations of the nineties.20
The McKinley administration found itself attempting to follow a policy
that bad been invalidated by fwlntal

changes in the way Americans

viewed their nation.
The inara

n of William McKinley did not u~er in a new

policy of overseas adventures.

Quite to the contrary, McKinley

entered office with a focus on the restoration of domestic economic
prosperity and sought to avoid international entanglements.

President

McKinley focused on efforts to foster the economic recovery from the
dression of 1893.

Senator Henry Cabot Lodge described the views of

the President-Elect towards Cuba:

(McKinley] does not want to be

Obliged to go to war as soon as he coes in, for of course his great
ambition is to restore business and bring back god times and he
21
dislikes the idea of such interruption."

9

In spite of MKinley's desires, the course of foreign events

served to interrupt his policy.

In 1895, a series of incidents had

begun in Cuba that would place long beld views of American interests in
conflict with continued Spanish control of the area.

Febnrary 1895, Cuban 1n
inflependence.

n

Beginning in

began an active campaign to gain

The struggle was a continuation of an earlier

decade-long effort, between 1868 to 1878, to overthrow Spanish rule

which quickly took on savage characteristics.

Using the perceived

lessons of their earlier failure, Cuban insurgents began with a
Sattack over the entire island which focused on the Spanish

Amy and. ecoamuic targets22
The Insurgents sought two objectives in the conduct of their
capaign.

The first was to undermine indigerxnus support of the Spanish

regime, by attacYkin the econmic holdings of wealthy Cuban landowners,
while promisinig an equitable redistribution of wealth to the landless
poor.

To this end, the insurgents; began a policy aimed at the

destruction of the Cuban sugar interests.
productimoi was reduced by to-thirds.

23

Within a year sugar
n* secoxi objective

was to build external support for their cause in the United States and
precipitate at least political intervention on their behalf.

News

dispatches frco American reporters created a false image in the United
States that the insw

ostited a regular force, and greatly

overstated their early successes. 2 4 Both objectives were served
by the Spanish response to the inur.ency
The Spanish efforts to counter the Cuban insugency may be
described as "gradualim."

Each action by the insurgents was met by

10

a gradual inrease in overall Spanish troop strength.

Between 1895 and

1898, Spanish strength in the islands grew from 20,000 to 150,000
regulars and from 60,000 to 80,000 local militia.25

Correspondingly,

the measures used to defeat the revolution increased in scope and
viciousness as the strgle
ctrrol program

continued.

The brutality of the population

increased with each Spanish setback.

Nonetheless, the

Spnish gverrmt rmained totally comditted to the retention of her
overseas possessions.

Antonio Canovas del Castillo, the leader of the

ruling Spanish conservative party remarked, "the Spanish nation is
dipoed to sacrifice to the last peseta of its treasure and to the
last drop of blood of the last Spaniard before consentin

that anyone

26
snatch from it even one piece of its sacred territory."

American national objectives were
4

im4trm of Spanish rule.

i

cally opposed to the

While Presidents Cleveland and McKinley

worked to avoid a conflict from 1894 through 1898, the rise of American
power would not consotac
emisphere.

the presence of an external power within the

in the short tern, American dumestic objectives sought

to maintain an environment that would allow for the recovery of the
ecoruMY following the depression of 1893.
aspirati

The long term national

was to establish American hegun over the Carribean basin

and Latin America.
Beginning in the 18801s, an approach of "spirited dip.loacy" began
to formulate the long-tenr
states27

national objectives of the United

This policy envisioned American dkzination of the western

hemisphere, the construction of an Isttmian canal, and economic
eipansion into the western Pacific region.
11

Central to this program

ws the linkage of foreign policy to the economic interests of the
United States.

For President Wrtinley, the dilema of the Cuban crisis

was in attempting to reconcile his short term objectives with a set of
national ambitions that inevitably would lead to conflict with
spa.28
The security strategy that developed in support of this
e

ionist policy centered on the employment of a larger modern navy

to open and maintain the flow of American commerce.

This strategy

2
has been closely tied to the naval theorist, Alfred Thayer Mahan. 9

Tapping in to the changing spirit of American culture, Mahan argued
that national greatness and prosperity rose from sea power.

Ecocmic

development demanded a large navy, a robust merchant marine, free
1ccess to foreign markets, and overseas possessions and bases. 30
To Mahan, changes in technology meant that American ecorxuic eansion
ws dependent on a modern battleship navy, and the unrestricted use of
coali

stations to sustain their operations.
The writing's of Mahan did not directly shape the course of United

States policy, but reflected the nature of cb
at the time.

en nations
eition

By 1890, at the zenith of Mahan's influence, the security

strategy of the United States focused on the support of American
exic

interests throughut the world.

American objectives cane to

reflect the beginning of a fuaenlchange in the balance of world
por.

Emnergi

from Civil War recomtruction and the closure of the

froatier, American attention was inemrably drawn to epansion beyond
its own borders.

12

IV.

MILIRY

F-wepting for our ocean commerce and our seaboard
cities, I do rot think we should be nuch alarmed
about the probability of wars with foreign powers,
since it would require more than a million and a
half of men to make a campaign upon land against
us. T transport from beyorxd the ocean that
number of soldiers, with all their ,mnitions of
war, their cavalry, artillery, and infantry, even
-A
if not molested by us in transit, wuld
a large part of the shipping of all Europe. i
In 1884, the Commanding General of the Army, General Philip H.
hedan made this assessment of the security posture of the United
States.

By 1898, the two armed services of the United States had taken

decidedly different courses in preparation for future war.

The Navy,

anmed with strong support in Congress and the writings of Mahan, were
aggressively contmiuing a program of e•xasion and modernization, which
related directly to national objectives.

For its part, the Army

remained structured for operations on the defunct western frontier, and
seed• lost in the zeal of self-examination brought on by the Uptonian
reform mnovement.
Tb synthesize the unarticulated changes in national policy, the
two services required either an organizational mechanism or a visionary
thinker, to translate national interests into a coherent military
strategy.

At this time the dileuma facing military planners was

complex, as it fell upon them to not only link tactical action to
stra&tegc gOa.s, but to define the strategic political and military
goals themselves.

From Grant's 1864-1865 camaign through Sheridan's

death in 1888, the Army was fortunate to have the leadership that could
lish this task. 32

By 1890, however, with the end of the
13

frontier, and lacking the amponents necessary to define national
military strategy, the Anrmy began the Spanish-American War devoid of a
plan to link its means with the nation's ends.

The Navy was faced with a similar dilemma in its support of
national policy.

In fact, one might argue that the Navy was at a

greater disadvantage than the Army, because in the past it had not
produced an admiral of Grant's caliber, in his ability as a strategic
thinker.

In the years leading up to the Spanish-American War, the Navy

ultimately was successful in developing the visionary thinkers and the

o rnaiainn-vation

essential in preparing for its role in

support of national interests.33

In the years preceeding the Spanish-American war, the two services
took similar approaches in analyzing the problems of modern warfare,
but reached distinctly dissonant findings in their conclusions.

The

disagreement derives frcm the fundmetal difference between the

intellectual cmponent of naval and land warfare, as practiced by the
two services.

This difference led each service to define their future

conztibutions to national defense in contrasting fashion.
At its most basic level, the intellectual component of the two
services had largely been shaped by the nature of the physical
e

r

e

in which they respectively operated and the available

te:cnology of the time.

Ca land, the soldier is always confronted by

obstacles which hinder his operation, while the sailor has freedom to
maneuver in a relatively unrestricted manner at sea.
in physical envirOnW

This difference

produced a perspective in which problems were

erarined through contrating piaraees.
14

Compled with the enviroxmnt, the technology of the day shaped
each service's view of how they
strategy.

tribute to affect national

Within the two services, technology influenced the officer's

abilities to make decisions and consequently affected the
decision-maida

process.

The technology of the period tied the Army

officer to scut-iy by his superiors through the telegraph, while the
Naval officer revelled in the "idealization of ind

,C.maId.,,3 4

crdingly, the vision that developed within each

service was markedly different.
Neither service benefitted frcm a

document that

defined or outlined national policy or strategy.

Instead, it was the

responsibility of each service to interpret the future shape of warfare
and recummend the role they were to play.

The tWO services fell back

on their comparative analyses of recent history, as well as service
tradition to determine their strategies for the future.

1Te

inteectul tradiltion of the American Army centered on internal
csbary

action and defense of the continentl seaboard.

Since the

Monroe ahinistration, American Naval policy was reflective of a world
policeman whose purpose was "calculated to meet the needs of a secure
cpower

with extensive maritime interests. "35

Prior to the Spanish-American War, the U.S. Army failed to develop
a strategy to correqsod with shifting national interests.

By 1883,

many within the Army coimmity, including General W.T. Sherman, felt
that the nation's confrontation with the Indian was drawing to an end,
but the subtle changes in the direction of national interests were
never appreciated.

36

The Army had neither the organizational
15

mechanism nor the visionary leader essential for the transition to
a new strtegy.

In fact, given the force structure of the Army

and its historic legacy, it is difficult to imagine any circ"_&tances
that would lead the organizatior to anticipate the shape of future

The military strategy of the U.S. Anqy remaned centered on the
continued use of the force in a defensive posture in response to
external and internal threats to the republic.

This is not to suggest

that the Amy was devoid of intellectual activity. The last three
decas of the Nineteenth Century saw the rise of the professional
military ethic and an education system that is still of great value to
the modern force.

Within the formal educational system, and through

profeeional journals and societies, the Army ezamined the events of
the American Civil War and other - nnta;rary conflicts.

Howver, the

course of this ezamination w- not geared toward extractin
iss

of future oronal

the larger

or strategic coiderations; instead, it

served as ntrospectve analysis of tactical and force structure
questions.
At the center of the analysis was Emory Upton.

Frm the end of

the Civil War until his untimely death in 1881, Upton was at the
fo-refrnt of this inteectual debate within the Army.
been characterized as the epitcui

Upton, wbo has

of a pofessional officer, used his

analyses of the Civil War and the armies of Europe to re~merI
sweepig changes within the Army. 3 7 Central to his argtIznt was a
cuialnation of the Amarican militia system as being excessively
expensive in terms of money, time, and lives. 3 8
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While using his work

to advocate a larger expansible pofessional standing force, Anry
leaders "revwled no plans to use such a force in offensive operartions
overseas.39

Within the Amy, the one innovation that offered potential for the
pr paration of overseas operations was the Military Infor
Division (M.I.D.).

Created in 1889 under the auspices of the Adjutant

General's Office, the M.I.D. was chartered to assess the geography,
econcay, and military strength of potential adversaries.

using reports

prepared by U.S military attaches, the M.I.D. succeeded in collecting
information and intelligence that would eventually prove useful in

future operations in Cuba and Puerto Rico.

Included in this

information was a series of detailed maps.40

While performing part

of the functions of a zmxdern General Staff, the M.I.D. was not
resourced or chartered to condhuc the detailed planning denarvid of
large-scale operations.

41

During this time, the military strategy of the Army had not kept
pace with the changes in national policy.

The lack of an analytical

mechanism, such as a general staff or a dedicated agency workiN toward
the synchronization of political and military strategy, the Army was
limited in its capability to recognize subtle changes in the national
chracter.

Failing to have an organizational raredy, the alternative

for the Anmy was to find an individual of great vision, soomone capable
of seeing the potential role of the military in the future.

Perhaps,

if one of the giants of the Civil War had retained the office of
Cmaiwuxing General this would have been possible, but the leaders of
the nineties saw the Army merely as a constabulary force not a
17

strategic one.

Because of this, the Army responded to the crisis with

Spain in an ad hoc fashion in 1898.
In terms of its prepratio

for the war with Spain, the successful

attsilt by the Navy, in translating national objectives into military
strategy', is rooted in technological changes.

'The final three decades

of the Nineteenth Century was a period of radical developient in naval
architecture.42

Because of these i

Natjons, many within the Navy

began to question the long held view of American naval warfare that was
founded in the age of sailing ships.

The traditional view was centered

on a reliance upon coastal fortifications and the use of long range
comirce raiders.

To resolve this debate, and to shape future naval strategy, Rear
Admiral Stsoe

B. Luce founded the Naval War College in 1884.43

While resisted by traditia

within the Navy, the War College

wuld provide a laboratory for experimentation with naval technological
develaments, while offering the first opportunity for the study of
large scale naval maneuvers, both academically and practically.

In

this capacity, the War College developed into the mechanism wee
naval strategy would be crafted in support of American interests.
Additionally, the intellectual enMvirorMet of the college brought to
the forefront the naval theorists required to tie ends to means.

1th presuinent naval thinker associated with the Naval War College
was its second president -

Alfred Thayer Haha.

His writings on the

nature and role of naval warfare were a reflection of a movement within
the Navy which advocated a break from the limited role United States

naval forces had played in past wars.
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More importantly, his view of

the capabilities of an expanded American Navy ccmplmented the larger
movient in United States foreign policy which saw a greater role for
the nation on the world stage.
In his magnus opus, TM

Influence of Sea Power Upon
Wm

tLJor,

Mahan

identified the factors that make a nation a great sea power and
concluded that the United States possessed that potential.

Mahan's

writing recognized that expanding overseas markets was in the national
interest.

Tb achieve this overall goal, Mahan offered the strategy of

sea power and provided three strategic objectives that would place the
United States on the road to maritime supreu.cy.

His analysis

advocated the acquisition of overseas bases, the expansion of naval and
merchant shipping, and the cmpletion of the Central-American
canal.44

For Mahan, the definition of sea power was not solely the

size of fleets, but also incliued the econmaic and political benefits
to be gained fzrm cauand of the sea.
By 1890 with the publication of his great work, Mahan had
articulated the relationship between naval strategy and the pursuit of
eomuic and political goals, and had captured the spirit of American
commrcial expansionism.

His theories broke with the defensive nature

of past American naval strategy, by

mcating the capability to gain

czumnnd of the sea through decisive offensive action conducted by large
fleets.

While visualizing the potentiza of naval battles, Mahan took a

wider view of naval strategy, which offered the capacity to achieve
national objectives in times of war or peace.

In linking naval

strategy or sea pawer to the economic and political elements of
national power, he wrote:
19

'Naval strategy has indeed for its end to found, suport,
and increase, as well in peace as in war, the sea power of
a country;' and therefore its st••y has an interest and
value for all citizens of a free country, but especially
for those V are charged with its foreign and military
relations.'"
Beginning in 1894, the Naval War College took an the task of
revising the national strategy and planning for potential operations
against Spanish possess

in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.4

Supported by the theoretical grozudig of Mahan's writings, these
different plans recognized the increased likelihood of conflict with
Spain, based on the changes in national interests.
plan development included extensive war gamin,

The process used in

which was performed by

War College students and augmented by officers from the Office of Naval
Intelligence.

47

The continued refinement of Navy plans lasted until the outbreak
of hostilities in 1898.

Various courses of action were examined and

evaluated, to include:

a U.S. attack on Spanish home waters, a U.S.

attack on Spanish possessions in the Pacific Ocean, a U.S. attack on
Cuba and Puerto Rico, and other

-

ons of options.

The

assessment of these courses of action led naval planners to favor U.S.
operations in the Caribbean Sea, with the Spanish left to deal with
extended lines of ccmmuication. 48 The offensive orientation of all
courses of action that were considered reflect the acceptance of naval
ixtrine as e

by Mahan.

'Is development of naval plans was not solely a regurgitation of
Mahan Is theories.

The process, while adopting much of Mahan 's

precets, was also influenced by the political realities of the time.
Mahanian purists at the Naval War College objected to the proposal of a
20

similtaneous strike in the Caribbean Sea and in the Phillipines.

In

their view, this course violated the "principle of concentration upon a
single decisive object." 4 9

Iowever, the iiortance of political

considerations wuld lead the Secretary of the Navy to overrule the
objections of the Mmaanian zealots. 50
Navy planning was not restricted to action against Spain.

The

Navy continued to review plans for the defense of the continental
United States against the potential threat of Great Britain.
addition of the Spanish con

i

The

es reflected the Navy's proactive

approach to planning, which evolved from the creation of the War
College and the shifts in foreign policy.

This intellectual activity

was not limited to the confines of naval acadenia; rather it denoted a
level of
service.

e

of the strategic process adopted by the naval

For exatle, Assistant Secretary of the Navy,

Inwodore

boosevelt, requested that the Naval War College war gem the following
scenario:
Japan makes denards on Hawaiian Islands.
This country intervenes.
What force will be necessary to uphold the intervention,
and how shall it be employed?
Keeping in mind possible ccmpftcations with another Power
on the Atlantic Coast (Cuba).?
The different intellectual approaches of the two services led to
copnrasting solutions.

In the two decades preceeding the War with

Spain, each of the amed services of the United States was striving to
define their future role in national defense.

Both services were

attempting to reform their force structure through a justification
based on their respective contributions to the nation's interests.
pursuit of this end, the Navy was successful because it had based its
21

In

strategy and strucure in terms of the new set of emerging national
str-tegic and eoni-.c goals.
to

The Army never succeed

these sane changes.

in its attempt

Consequently, the Anmy failed

to gather enough damestic political support to carry through the
internal reforms prposed by Upton and others.
Ary laggd in

More importantly, the

ating the importance of changes in national

policy with respect to future emp1oyment of its forces.
Through the institutionalization of a strategic intellectual
process, the Navy was able to capture valuable political support for an
eansve

program. 52 Th Navy thus began to change the

balance of power between the services, a shift which continued through
the next century.

This achievement involved the translation of

national interests into a viable military strategy, which was then
linked to domestic political support for Naval reform programs.
this respect, the Navy was building a relationshi

In

that would not

culminate until the latter half of the next century.
Te different approaches to developing military strategy between
the services was highlighted by the outbreak of the War with
Spain.

To put it bluntly, the Army had no approach, except for the

personal abilities of the Secretary of War and the Commanding General.
Cn the other hand, the Navy had begun to develop an institution that
evaluated the ji plications of the the use of military force in support
of national objectives.

The employment of the naval instrument in the

Spanish-American War reflected the "cxntinuity of ...

policy."

53
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I suppose the United States will always be unready for war,
and in onseqmawe will always be exposed to great expense,
and to the possibility of the gravest calamity, when the
Nation goes to war. This is nonw thing,
u canslearn
onl.y fron cat
e •~r- xUFfrum experience."
A c

of the nature that was described by Theodre

Roosevelt befell the armed forces of the United States on 15 February
1898.

With a bright flash and a sudden explosion, the battleship Maine

was sunk in Havana harbor.
= cIBM

The sinking of the Maine under contentious

was not the singular event that propelled the United

States to war with Spain.

Instead, like an explosion in a Sarejevo

marketplace, it focused national attention in time and space on a
continuing problem. 5 5
insrWgec

In this case, the continuing problem was the

in Cuba and Spanish attempts to quell the revolt.

The quandry that faced the McKinley administration was how to
compel the Spanish government into makci~cn

cesin

to the Cuban

insugents, while avoiding direct military action by the United
States.

This diplomatic sleight of hand was being attempted by a

nation that i

iny

favored overt military action in the weeks

following the loss of the Maine.

Further constrahiing McKinley in

his effort to avoid conflict, eleowits within the aon

re

actively prsuing a course of action that catered to jingoist
rmesa

and others that favored war.

Fearing additional pressure,

McKinley delaed the release of the investigation into the sinking of
the Maine because it fixed blame on "external sources," which implied
Spanish culpability in the incident.

As Assistant Secretary of the

Navy ThKeodore Roosevelt confided on 6 March 1898:
23

We are certainly drifting towards, and not away f rom, war;
but the President will not make war, and will keep out of it
if he possibly can. Nevertheless, with so nmch loose powder
azound, a coal may hop into it at any mment. In a week or
so I believe we shall get that report; if it says the
explosion [on the U.S.S. Maine] was due t outside work, it
will be very hard to bold the country...
Despite the best efforts of McKinley, his attempts to defuse the
growing crisis were conducted in an envirmwent where diplcuatic
treaties could nct reconcile the two parties.

The Spanish

zvernt would not accept any proposal that granted more than a
limited Cuban autonumy because of domestic political pressure.
Spanish

The

rvermment and amy viewed their colonies as a measure of

the vitality of their culture.

Political power within Spain relied on

the support of the army and the army remained committed to the
maintena
cem
of
7hl

opire.

Cuban insurgents sensed the increasing chance of U.S.

intervention and would brook no compromise in the interim.

The

American public was eqxpoed to reports of the excsses of the Spanish
counter-insurgency program.

Robert M. Morse, a friend to the Secretary

of the Navy John D. long, wrote "...to-day (sic] our greatest danger as
a people is in the existence of this braggart and jingo spirit which is
ready to insult other goverruuents and nations and to threaten war and
go to war." 5 7

SPe

Frum the end of March through 10 April 1898, frantic efforts
cninued by both parties to either reach a mutual accm-dation or
find a third party to mediate the g

ing crisis.

Spain turned to the

imperial powers of Europe in an unsuccessful attempt to find an ally
that could pressure the United States to cease meddling in the internal
24

affairs of the Spanish tpire.5
nations Wable
Ip

re

in each country.

8

The dipcnatic position of the two

based on the dycnmics of internal political
on 11 April 1898, President McKinley sent a

iessage to Qmgress which requested authority to intervene in Cuba. 5 9
7he authorizaticn of MclKinley's message was aproved on 19 April
1898.

The United States was not yet at war, however.

resolution called for Cuban inepF.

nc,

The joint

the imediate withdrawal of

Spanish forces from Cuba, and approved intervention, if necessary.

on

April 23d, two days after the Amrican Navy had begun a blockade of the
itrthern coastline of Cuba, Spain declared war on the United States.
President McKinley called for a C

declaration of war on the

25th of April, which was postdated to 21 April 1898, based on the
beiing of the naval blockade action.
In the mnmtbs and weeks preceeding the initiatim of war, the tw
American aned services bad noxt been idle.

The Navy bad the advarrtap

of anticipating what it would be asked to accoiplish in the event of
war.

The Army, because of shortfalls in the planning process and the

lack of clear political guidance from the President, had difficulty in
focusing its preparation.

Prior to his appoinunent as the Ccmaander

of the Asiatic Fleet on 21 October 1897, Ccmadxkre George Dewey had
been briefed on the plan to attack Spanish forces in the Philinpines in
the event of war.60 During January 1898, Secretary Long had ordered
the c n-:etration of the Atlantic fleet, and began a progrmn to
reprovision the fleets in pr paratin of antic

action.

On the 9th of March 1898, in the inmediate after-effect of the
sinking of the Maine, a special appropriation known as the Fifty
25

Mlin
IsU

pssd Cng

e ad was signed by the

esident. 61 The

bill called for a $29 millio

allotmert for we by the Navy with the

remainder goirg to the Army.

The Navy used its funds to complete the

financing of the additional 128 ships which were added to the force
during 1898.

wanks to the well developed plans that had been pztxiucd

over the previous four years, the Navy stood prepared to ben the
in

player in the conflict.

This position arose frcm the nature of

the theater in both areas of operations and the lack of Army
preparednessk~.

Secretary laommeinnted that the Army,, was urnpepared

for assault or occupation duties and that it was "ready for nothing at
all." 6

2

With its funds frum the Fifty Million Appropriation, the Army
began
11tO

n

90 new emplacements for heavy guns along the

r Atlantic coast of the United States, but did not take st

to

prepare for an offensive war or for the rapid expansion of the
force. 6 3 Secretary of War Russell A. Alger would argue, after the
fact, that the Army was restricted by Congress fron pursuing a course
to put the Army on a wr footing. 6 4

Certainly, neither service

received clear guidance from either Congress or the

inistration as

to the nature of the war it would be called upon to conduct.

The

ortmization of the Army staff and bureau syste ws such that no
agency bad implicit responsibiIAty for moblizatinm or war planning,
and the Army lacked the "great man" needed to overcom

this shortfall.

Cn 9 March 1898, the date of the approval of additional defense
funding, the regular Army consisted of 28,747 officers and me,
toim

65
t the coutry in ccmpany-sized fonmations..
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spread

Having gined

grat eiserieei

al

unit actions during the Indian Wars, these

units suffered from the demnas of frontier service in terms of their
disposition in pennypacket nmbters at mrall forts and enca

ts.

Because of the influence of political pressure, the leadership of the
Army bad not -been sucessful in their efforts to consolidate the force
at several large forts.

As a result, the Army entered the

Spanish-American War with scant practical eqperience at
regimental-sized maneuver.

Knowledge of corps and division mvement

and command was garnered frzm Civil War veterans who had been junior
witnesses to the last use of large formations in the American Army.
Secreary Alger began concntratin
of April 1898.

available forces on the 15th

He ordered all available regular forces to begin

movement to four locations in the southern United States:
Tapa, Mobile, and Chi6.66

New Orleans,

The Secretary believed that these

locations would serve to position the force for rapid deployment to
Cuba and begin to acclimate them to the rigors of operations in the
tropics.

At the s

time, the Army began urging Congress to expand

the regular force "to 104,000 men by filling the existin

ccpanoies

and creating three--battalion infantry regiments of twelve companies
each .67

Tr undercut the problems associated with the use of state

militia, the Army asked Congress to call for a volunteer force that
would operate under a federal dharter.
7he~ expansion, program approved by Congress was a compromise
between the Army position and the political influence of the National
Guard.

The Acts of 22 and 26 April 1898, increased the regular force

to 64,719 officers and men by filling the ranks with volunteers and
27

athe

structure of the infantry regiment, as proposed by the

Amy.68

Congress mandated that any militia formation that offered

its service in mass would be accepted, and authorized states to raise
new formations, with officers appointed by the respective Goverxr.
C=A-essicnal action authorized the Secretary of War to form
specialized federal volunteer units.
creation of

7his

rprmg

t led to the

m moKrable units, such as the 1st Volunteer Cavalry

tagiment (Rough Riders) and ten regiments of infantry, whose ranks were
filled with man allegedly possessing resistance to tropical di
s
Thse

4

.

zats became )mown as "the Lunes." 6 9
Li action provided for the creation of brigades,

divisions, and crps within the Amy.

This orgazatin allowed for

a structure of three regiments per brigaie, three brigades per
divisiom, and three divisions per corps.

Amy reformers hoped to use

the action to implement the expansible structure proposed by Upton.
¶hed vision was to use a small regular cadre as the base for a rapid
ncrease in the size of the Army.

Drwn from Civil War eperence and

analysis of European amies, the full menu of reforms, however were rzxt
completed until after the war.
As events unfolded, the two corps that would play key roles in the
war were the XIII Corps ommxarded by General Wesley Merritt, and V
Cops

mxW by General William R. Shafter.

tatituted the bualk of the regular Army.

Shafter's force

Organized into three

divisiCnS (two infantry and one dismounted cavalry) with 14,412

regulars and 2,465 volunteers.

70

Under the best of circumstances, an

expansion of this magnitude would be difficult.
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Lacking che authority

to control the basic strtre
preparin

of the epson

and siultaneously

for opetrations beyozxl the scope of pre-wa planning, the Army

wum operating on an ad hoc basis, responding to changes in
cixcmutacesas they occurred.
on 20 April 1898, President McKinley held a meeting with the
senior leadership of both services.

The topic of discussion was the

military plan to subdue Spanish resistance in Cuba.

At the center of

this discussion was the proposal by Rear Admiral William T. Sampson,
Coander of the Atlantic fleet, to directly attack the city of Havana
by naval forces alone.

Sampson believed that with his

-dern

batehips, the Navy possessed the ability to reduce the
forfao

of the city and caqel the garrison to surrender by

Aent. 7 1
threat of bcIare
Political and military leaders who were present agreed on the
objective of the plan.

Havana was the political capital of the Spanish

administratim in Cuba arn the center of the Spanish military
structure, what the German military theorist Carl von Clausewitz would
call the center of gravity on the strategic level.

Initially, Navy

Secretary Long did not favor the plan, as it placed the limited nuater
of armored ships at risk before the Spanish fleet had been destroyed.
The UPerationl level center of gravity was the Spanish fleet, ignoring
it placed the overall goal at risk.

However, Secretary ong was won

over by the prospect of achieving a rapid and ine4pensive victory, with
72
the Army playing an ancillary role.

The strattegy adopted by McKinley was shaped by the arguments of
the Ccmrmxiing General of the Army, Major General Nelson A. Miles.
29

MilesI military logic would be repeated ninety-two years later by the
( ainua

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin L. Powell, in

refuting the air-only option proposed for U.S. operations in the
liberation of Kulait. 7 3 The argment centers on the limitations
cf options left open to the strategic commander if the single service

operation fails.

In the case of the proposed attack on Havana, Miles

ontended that the Army would not be prepared to sufficiently support
the Navy if large ground operations became necessary at an early
stage of the war.

The Ccumwniing General stressed that should any

unforseen loss to the Atlantic fleet occur, the Spanish Navy would
then hold a mnrical advantage which would severely iupact on the
ability to introduce adi~tional U.S. troops on the island.74 Miles
further argued that Cuba was entering its rainy season, from late
spring throug

the smonr months.

By delWaMng attack until fall, the

ability of the Amy to maneuver would be iuproved, and the effects of
disease from the oppressive Cuban climate wiuld be lessened.

Inpressed

with the strength of Miles' arguments, McKinley opted cn a strategy
that called for the sustained blockade of Cuba, and allwed the Atry to
continue to prepare for a full scale invasion following the rainy
season.

In the interim, the Navy would destroy the Spanish fleet and

the A~y~ would oozxhxt small disruptive raids against Spanish troops on
the island and support the Cuban insurgents with ande
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and supplies.

VI.

C •EERATICS:
iULr CF TM MR

Up to this point every thing [sic) relates to a first
plan of operations; but no plan can provide with
certainty for that which is uncertain always -. ?ee
character and the issue of the first conflict.
As Baron Jcmini suggested, there is frequently a gap between the
plnmning conference and the battlefield.

Similarly, the conduct of the

War against Spain began with the original war plans, but its execution
rapidly became a prisoner to events within the theater of war.

Soon

after the initiation of a state of war, the first phase of the planned
capaign ws to begin with the incursion of a snail force of regular
troops onto the island of Cuba.

Ca 29 April 1898, Brigadier General

Shafter was ordered to take a force of 6,000 men frum Tampa, Florida,
under naval escort and land on the south coast of Cuba rear Cienfuegos.
Upon successful landing, Shafter wo-uld link up with a rebel army in
central Cuba.

As outlined by General Miles, this force would be

extracted within a few days, after conducting a reconnisance in force
and sustaining the morale of the irunsrgents.76
Te sam day that Shafter received his orders, the Ccmnander of
the Spanish naval squadron that had massed at the Portugese Island of
Cape Verdes, khural Pascual Cervera, sallied from the port to an
unknxow destination with "four anrmred cruisers and three torpedo
t
planners.

s. 7

This acticn sent shock waves through American naval

Cervera bad located his squadron at Cape Verdes for

reMsons that were rapidly becoming clear to the U.S. Navy.
location, the Spanish ships could be
Islands frau an antic

Frou that

oning to secure the Canary

American strike, sailing to break the
31

i

b

forces around Cuba, or launching a raid along the Atlantic

coast of the United S

.78

Shaftsrespedition was postponed,

and then cancelled, as the Navy could rot spare the escorts needed for
the troop transports.
A second event occurred an the heals of the sailing of the Spanish
Alantic squadron, which changed the Joint plan of operations.
1st of May 1898, the U.S. Asiatic squadron,

on the

er the cozmand of

CmQzodore George Dewey, attacked its Spanish counterpart in Manila Bay.
Within a few short hours, Spanish power in the Phillipines theater was
pletely

stroyed.

Designed as a supporting attack to divert

Spanish naval assets away from the Caribbean, the U.S. Navy found
itself in control of the waters around the archipelago, and the capital
of Manila um at its mercy.

official reports frcm Dewey reached

Washington D.C. on 7 May, but these served only to confirm the
magnitude of the victory that the more timely news services had
rSported as early as 3 May.79
The news of Dewey's triumph caught the McKinley administration
uaware.

The Navy had, quite frankly, never considered the

possibility that success in the Phillipines wuld ccm so cheaply and
easily. Planning had focused on the Cuban theater, and accoringly,
the Army bad not considered diverting any portion of its limited forces
in that direction.
ha

secretary Alger and General Miles could read the

ritin on the wall, and imnediately began to develop a plan

calling for the dispatch of 5,000 troops frtm San Francisco to
Manila.

80

By the end of May, the first 10,000 of the 20,000 men in

VIII Corps arrived at Manila under the command of Brigadier General
32

Wesley Merritt.

President McKinley' s guidance to Merritt was twofold:

First, couplete the "reduction of Spanish power" in the islands; and
seonidly, r

order and security throughout the

PhilIipines. 8 1
Besi

a portion of the Army, success in the

Phillipines and a new assessment of Cervera's intentions combined to
alter operational plans.

Because of the unexpected results of the

Phillipines operation and the estimate that Cervera's squadron had
returned to defend Spanish waters, President McKinley was emboldened to
rif

iIn the strategy of the 20 April meeting.

The fear of the sudden

appearance of Cervera's fleet had been debunked by naval planners who,
using simple time and distance factor analysis, determined that if the
Spanish Navy was bound for the Caribbean or the Atlantic coast they
ware long overdue.

Over the objections of General Miles, the President

directed that a joint assault on Havana would be conducted to seize the
Cuban capital in a coup de main frrm its land approaches, using a
vauard of regular troops. 82

Emmcution would begin as soon as the

troos were ready.
In their calculation of the sailing time of the Spanish squaron,
U.S. naval planners bad failed to factor in an one important variablefriction.

Cervera's ships appeared off the island of Martinqe on 13

May and slipped into the harbor of Santiago de Cuba on the 19th.
Cly,

invasion plans were altered again.

Having identified the

location of the Spanish ships, the Navy concentrated the main body of
the Atlantic fleet off the entrance to Santiago.

Naval planners were

concerned that given the right weather conditions, Cervera could slip
33

the blockade.

The Navy proposed that in a joint operation with the

Amy against Santiago, the Spanish threat in the Caribbean could be

el Jimnated.
In a series of meetings on 26 and 27 May 1898, McKinley and the

senior leaders of the two services redefined the overall strategy.
While the overall strategic ends remained unchanged, the means
shifted.
the nne

o

In what a later generation of planners could call phasing,
operational scheme emerged over the two day period.

Five

ional objectives were defined in an ordered structure, to gain

the overall strategic ead:

First, the blockade over the island of Cuba

would continue to prevent resupply of Spanish forces; second, coamand
of the Caribbean Sea would be gained through a joint attack on
Santiago, allowing for the destruction of Cervera's squadron; third,
the island of Puerto Rico would be seized, to block the i

of

additional Spanish naval forces, and to secure the eastern aproaches
for the proposed canal construction; fourth, a combined ground
operation would be conducted to complete the detrt

of Spanish

forces in Cuba; and fifth, the U.S. would assist in establishment of
the Cuban national gvernment
T
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overall ezecution of the campaign was constrained by time and

resources.

Tim was a serious concern because of the comlezities

involved in sustaining the readiness of ships conducting an extexned
blocka,

fear that the Spanish squardron be given the cpportmity to

sortie from the harbor at Santiago, and &mestic public pressure that
insisted on quick progress in the war.

A limited number of transport

ships and escorts restricted the ability to conduct amphibious landings
34

On 28 May 1898, 600 marines seized Guantanamro Bay,

within the theater.

east of Santiago, to use as a logistics base for the ships maintaning
the blockade.84
maintaiBiE

The action at Guantanamo resolved the problem of

the blockade in the short term.

phase of a capaign, which took place

The most critical

y in a maritime

theater, was to follow.
The joint operation to attack Santiago, which took place on 22
June 1898, ultirately proved to be the decisive component of the
operational plan.

The aim of the operation was to gain control of the

seas through the destruction of the Spanish naval squadron.
problems

i

However,

y arose, due to lack of cocperation between the

services, even as the lead elements of V Corps, under the ccuumid of

Brigaier General William R. Shafter, attemted to excute their
landling.

Shafter took the broadest possible interpretation of his

mission while the Navy, faced with the problem of maintaining its
ships at sea, was demunding direct action.

Th War Department orders

to Shafter, issued on 31 May 1898, stated:
....
to vicinity of Santiago de Cub... lain your
force at such a place east or west of that point as your
judgment would dictate... .move it on to the high ground
and bluffs overlooking the harbor or into the interior,
as shall best enable you to capture or destroy the
garrison there, and cover the navy as it... removes torpedoes,
or, with the aid of the navy, captue or destrWy the
Spanish fle....

TM city of Sa
arpr

•tiao lies at the apex of a large bay,

imately five miles frcu the entrance to the bay.

The defensive

batteries and the naval mine fields that shielded Cervera Is squadron
are situated at the mouth of the bay and not at the city itself.
Shafter's force conducted an unxpposed landing 17 miles east of the
35

bay, at Daiiri.

The

I

t

dia

between the cimma

r

of the blockading Atlantic fleet, Admiral Sawpeon, and General Shafter

was the line of operations that the ground forces would pursue.

In

Saiieon's view the focus of the operation remained the destruction of
the Spanish fleet.

Shafter believed that the garrison deferdinV the

city was the key to the operation.

He stated that "some of the naval

officers suggested that...the first thing to do was to drive the
Spanish troops from Morro and Secapa batteries, thus enabling the navy
to remove the mines in the harbor... .I regarded Santiago, and not Morro,
as my true objective, the latter

ey

falling with the

Shafterts view reflected a lack of urs
operational intent of the canpaign.
eW

of the

Fortunately, the Condition of the

garrism would prove the argumnt to be largely semantic.

General Arsenio Linares ommanded the 12,000 man garrison in the
vicinity of Santiago.

By the time V Corps landed, the Spanish forces

were in fact completely isolated by an insurgent army and the naval
blockade.

While still a cohesive force, the garrison bad no capability

to conrduct a sustained defense of the area.

On 24 June 1898, the lead

elements of Shafter's cavalry division had a sharp skirmish with
Spanish forces at Las Guasimas, which was significant in that it marked
the only action outside of the main defensive lines of Santiago proper.
Tbe advance of V Corps followed a line of operation to the
norrtwest, from the beachhead oriented on the city.

The tact the Navy

had suggested was directly west to the mouth of Santiaco Bay.

As each

brigade dismbarked frcm transports, they began movemnt taoard the
36

Following the action at Las Guasimas, Shafter paused the

interior.

vance of his corps to allow time to prepare for
azinated
87
a deliberate three division attack on the defenses ,f Santiao.

On 1 July 1898, V Corps attacked at three points along the
high ground east of Santiago.

Division-sized suporting attacks were

launched toward El Morro at the entrance to the bay, and San Juan Hill
to divert Spanish forces from the main effort.
was launched at El Caney.

The corps main attack

Shafter believed that the main attack would

quickly overwAelm the lightly held defenses at El Caney, and open a gap
that would carry into the city.
&ploit

for an e

At the end of the day, V Corps had gained o

of the

ground, but the ferocity of the battles had shaken the confidence of
Shafter.

The V Corps cmnazder considered a withdrawal in the face

of the strength of the Spanish resistance.

Shafter's pesimistic

were answered within twenty-five

situation reports to
minutes of receipt, and

inforcents Wre p

ised if V Corps

stayed the course. 8 8 For the Spanish forces, the situation was
far worse.

Their fierce defense had decimated the cwbat power of

their units and their ammnition supply was runmnig low.
w

Linares

General

ats the situation was hopeless, and based upon t•.is,

miral Cervera was ordered to sortie frum the harbor. 8 9 On 3 July
1898, Cervera's squadron began its death run, which ended the question
of sea control.
¶TA destruction of the Spanish fleet left both sides to question
the utility of continuing the siege of Santiago and the future conduct
of the war.

The nature of the remainder of the conflict reflected the
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importance of the sea control phase of the cwnaig.

American forces

gained the freedom of action to strike the Spanish forces and
Once the American Navy gained

possessions of their adn chcosing.

undisputed control within the theater, a mood of inevitibility overtook
both sides. 9 0 7he U.S. continued to pursue the war as outlined by
the meetings of 26 and 27 May 1898, including "the invasion of Puerto
Rico on 25 July 1898.

The Spanish governmnt, largely due to domestic

politics, would continue military resistance, in spite of the privately
held view that the war was already lost.
Spanish goverownt sued for peace.1

on 18 July 1898, the

Negotiations were concluded on

12 August 1898.
VII.

Cgo=USICZS

Everything depended on the initiative being seized with
decision and rapidity. Its moral and physical ioportance
justified the utmost risk, and such ws the conformation
of the sea which the American army had to pass, that a
strictly defensive or covering attitude WW their fleet
could reduce the risk almost to security.
Sir Julian Corbett castigated the perfo-mance of the U.S. Navy
for what he believed was blind adherence to a doctrine of the
decisive naval battle at the expense of the overall object of the
war.

While the cond±ct of the Spanish-American War is not a model

of efficiency, the perfo

-e of the two services ws not at odds

with the political goal defined by the MKinley

i.

Given the nature of the theater of operations, the outcome of the war
was largely a result of the successful transition of the U.S. Navy from
an ornization oriented on coastal defense into a power projection
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force.

7he U.S. Navy dr-tstrated that it had become the standard

bearer of the American practice of operational art, but this was a
now form of the art distinctive from the legacy of Grant.
As defined by the 1993 version of Field Manual 100-5, the
coixct of the Spanish-American War met the conditions to be considered

o Irai
onal art.93 ib

strategic objective of Cuban idpnec

"a•s gained by crafting a campaign which isolated the theater, gained
control of the sea, and then reduced the Spanish Army.

It was the

aggregate result of the destrucion of the Atlantic and Pacific fleets
cctbined with the opertions of the insurgan anir' and the U-S. Arm~y,
that crqmlled the Spanish to seek a settlement.
The Spanish-Aerican War brought the American Navy of age.

The

efforts of naval refonmers focused the Navy on its potential for
--tibution to a nation in the mist of a t

or.

While

the U.S. Army waited for direction, Mahan and others exauined the
evolving geo-political landscape and the role the Navy would play
in that environet.
and the orona

The cumbined effect o± these forward thinkers,
inovation, of the Naval War College, shaped

the long term development of American strategy and goals.

When war

arrived, the Navy had assumed the position as the nation's pr,-

inent

armed force and did not reinguish that role for fifty years.
Consequely, the evolutim of the "American way of war" would
be shaped by the &uunance,of the naval arm and its service traditions.
tte distinct
model, as e

between the Naval model of operationa

art and Grant's

by Professor Schneider, relates to the durabIlity

of the operational formation.

Grant's methodology arose from the
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inabi ity of ground forces to achieve a strategic object using the
vehicle of the individual battle.

Armies had becku- too large and

thebattlefield too expansive to achieve strategic success in a single
battle.

However, the Spanish-American War revitalized the concept of

the decisive battle.

If there were opponents to a strategy of capital

ship warfare, the results of the war invalidated their aments in the
eyes of the U.S. Navy.

maban not Grant became the prophet of the

American military tradition.

The operational object was ccmuand of the

seas, and the mans was the decisive battle between main battle fleets.
7e price the American Army paid for perfonming

e

as a

onstabulary force in the years following the Civil War was to be
woefully unprepared for the next conventional war.

In spite of making

a concerted effort to study the changes in land warfare through its
educaticonal ins

tions, the

a

of the frontier did rot afford

the Army the opportunity to practice large unit mau

ers.

ne

differece in the scope of studies between the Naval War College and
the School of

nplication
for Infantry and Cavalry reflected the

inherently tactical orientation of the Army.

When the Army rapidly

expanded its force structure, the institutional

oncwledge to conmand

large formations had at=phied.
While the Navy was sucessful in linking naval strategy to long
tean national interests, the Azmy misread the inplicatio

of d&restic

politics in detmining the structure, and consequent strategy, of the
Army.

By embracing Upton, senior leaders of the Army attempted to

margi naize the contribution of the national guard during the War with
Spain.

In following this course, the Amy succeeded in alienating
40

potential supporte•rs in Congress.

iionally, the pre-war force

structure stood at a level where the regular force was incapable of
meeting worldwide cxzwitments.

Initial plans by the Anry called for

operations using only regular formations; however, as the war unfolded
the use of national guard and volunteer formations were required to
meet the demxans of the war.

In the first decade of the Twentieth

Century, a series of reforms were instituted to correct deficiencies
that were accentuated by the war.

The tension between the regular and

the militia may have culminated during this period, but its legacy
remains.

In the final analysis, the Spanish-American War addd to the
evolution of the American practice of oprational art.

The war brought

the influence of the Navy to the forefront of American strategy and was
a snapshot of the future wars this nation would fight.
the war foretold what has beo
services -

joint operations.

The crxduct of

the hallmark of the American armed
It was also an example of the cotinued

American tradition of warfare which relies on the citizen-soldier
ideal.

The War with Spain reoriented the American Army.

posesion

The now

and responsibilities resulting frum the war were a

trstwrdus challenge to a force that had languished for years in its
capacity of a national police force.

The reforms that followed the war

would create a modern force and provided the intellectual uxerpinnings
which would prove themselves in the wars of a new century.
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